The purpose of the paper is to derive variation law of aerodynamic drag introduced by high-speed train passing through a tunnel and to offer guidance for design of high-speed railway longitudinal section and high-speed train head shape. The paper presents a cell-centered finite volume scheme for numerical integration of Navier-Stokes equations for three-dimensional unsteady viscous compressible nonhomentropic flow to simulate the aerodynamic drag introduced by high-speed train passing through a tunnel. The aerodynamic drag curve is analysed and explained in detail in accord with the train positions．
INTRODUCTION
When the high-speed train is running in the tunnel, the air is constrained by the tunnel, it can't spread to the surroundings, the air resistance in front of the train increases, the tail air is thin and the surface of the train and the surface of the tunnel are friction with the air. Therefore, the air resistance acting on the train is much larger than the bright line, and the increased air resistance is called the additional resistance of the tunnel air.
Some scholars use one-dimensional unsteady flow model to simulate the air resistance of the train tunnel, but it does not reflect the reflection and superposition of the train head into the wave and the train into the tunnel. In this paper, threedimensional numerical simulation of the air resistance of high-speed trains in the tunnel is carried out by three-dimensional viscous, compressible, unequal entropy and unsteady flow mathematical model. The results are analyzed by wave propagation theory.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Control equation
The air flow caused by the train entering the tunnel is compressible and there is a three-dimensional unsteady turbulent flow separated by the boundary layer. It follows the conservation of mass, the conservation of momentum and the law of conservation of energy [1] . The general form of the control equation can be written as:
Where  is a general variable,  is a generalized diffusion coefficient, S is a generalized source term, and its detailed expression is referred to [1] . The items in equation 1 are transient items, convective terms, diffusion terms and source items.
In order to close the above equations, it is necessary to introduce the gas equation of state:
Where R is the gas constant and T is the gas temperature.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions
For the initial conditions [2, 3] , according to the calculation needs, given the tunnel inlet flow field density, initial speed, temperature and pressure and other initial conditions. The boundary conditions are set as follows:
(1) The air boundary and boundary sides of the air region use pressure far field boundary conditions. The far-field boundary condition of the pressure is based on the non-reflective boundary condition of the Riemannian invariant. The pressure wave generated in the calculated region is not a reflection wave but a transmitted wave.
(2) Trains and tunnels have non-slip boundary conditions, i.e., the normal velocity of the fluid is zero.
(3) Simulation of tunnel wall roughness using standard wall function.
(4) The relative motion between high-speed trains and air regions is simulated using sliding grid technology.
Solution
The finite volume method is used to discretize the governing equations. The QUICK scheme for the variance of improved discrete equation is adopted for convective terms. The diffusion terms are discretely separated by a central difference scheme, and the turbulence model uses the k SST   model. The physical time term uses the second order implicit scheme [1] .
CALCULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Calculate parameters and meshing
Tunnel length of 500m, section area of 52 m2; train length 360m, cross-sectional area of 10.3 m2, blocking ratio of 0.198. The train speed is 350 km / h (Mach number is 0.285). At the beginning of the calculation, the train is 100m from the tunnel entrance. The time step is 0.001s. The grid form uses a hexahedral mesh. The calculation area grid is shown in Fig.1 . When the train into the tunnel at high speed, the original space occupied by the air was discharged, the air viscosity and air flow on the tunnel wall and the friction surface of the role of the train, so that the air can not be arranged in the tunnel as smooth as possible. The sides of the train and the upper part of the flow, the formation of the flow around. As a result, the air in front of the train suddenly compressed, resulting in the train head into the wave (initial compression wave). It can be seen from Figure 2 , high-speed train head just entered the tunnel (t = 1.0s), the tunnel air additional resistance in the train head pressure suddenly generated, the change value of 10kN, and the experience of only 0.13s.
Calculation results and analysis
As the train enters the tunnel further, the frictional resistance of the train around the train increases, and the steady value is reached until all the trains enter the tunnel (t = 4.6s).
When the train all into the tunnel (t = 4.6s), the tail of the train formed a pressure drop below the atmospheric pressure, that is, the tail of the train into the wave (expansion wave), resulting in the train tail suction, and gradually increased, and finally becoming steady.
When t = 3.25s, the train head arrives at 225m from the tunnel entrance. At this point the initial compression wave propagates to the tunnel outlet, most of the expansion wave I way to reflect back to reach the train head, resulting in the train head pressure decreases, so the train air resistance dropped to a minimum of 12 points.
When t = 4.5s, a part of the expansion wave I is reflected in the train head in the form of a compressed wave I, and then reflected at the entrance of the tunnel to meet the train head in the form of an expansion wave II, so that the train head pressure Small, the train air resistance dropped to a minimum of C points.
When t = 4.75s, the other part of the expansion wave I is reflected at the exit of the tunnel, in the way of compressing the wave II and the expansion wave II in the vehicle body to meet the energy exchange, the train air resistance rose to the maximum point D.
When t = 5.1s, the compression wave II meets the train head so that the train head pressure increases and the train air resistance rises to the maximum value of E.
When t = 5.4s, the expansion wave II reaches the tail of the train, so that the train tail pressure increases, the air resistance rises to the maximum value of F point.
When t = 5.5s, the compressive wave II is reflected at the entrance of the tunnel, and the train head meets with the expansion wave III so that the train head pressure decreases and the train air resistance drops to the minimum point G.
When t = 6.0s, the train head out of the tunnel, the air resistance gradually toward the line resistance, and in the rear exit when the tunnel back to the line resistance.
The maximum air resistance of the train in the tunnel is 49.85 kN, which is about 1.45 times the air resistance on the open line.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Through the numerical simulation of the air resistance of the high-speed train in the tunnel, the following conclusions can be drawn:
（1）The change in the air resistance of the train in the tunnel is due to the repeated reflection and transmission of the train head into the wave (initial compression wave) and the trailing edge of the train into the wave (expansion wave) at both ends of the tunnel and at the front and rear ends, so that the compressed wave and the expansion Waves are superimposed on each other. Compressed and expanded waves propagate in the tunnel at the speed of sound.
（2）When the high-speed train enters the tunnel with a blocking ratio of 0.198 at a speed of 350km per hour, the maximum air resistance is about 1.45 times of the air resistance on the straight line. The air resistance of the high-speed train through the tunnel can be reduced by means of head shape optimization.
